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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP1958912A1] A car frame has a lower frame extending horizontally, an upper frame disposed above the lower frame, and a pair of
longitudinal frames extending vertically to joint ends of the lower frame to ends of the upper frame, respectively. A car floor is laid on the lower frame.
A pair of longitudinal pillars, which are disposed so as to interpose therebetween a plane including the longitudinal frames, are fixed at lower ends
thereof to edges of the car floor, respectively. A plurality oflateralmembersare fixed between upper ends of the longitudinal frames and upper ends
of the longitudinal pillars, respectively. A support device for receiving a load of the car floor is provided to the lower frame at an intermediate portion
thereof. The support device has a pair of support bodies disposed along an intersectional direction intersecting with a length direction of the lower
frame while interposing the lower frame therebetween. A first diagonal member and a second diagonal member are each disposed at least either
between one of the longitudinal frames and one of the longitudinal pillars or between the other longitudinal frame and the other longitudinal pillar.
The first diagonal member is connected at one end thereof to a corresponding one of the longitudinal frames, and at the other end thereof to a
corresponding one of the edges of the car floor. The second diagonal member is connected at one end thereof to the longitudinal frame, and at the
other end thereof to a corresponding one of the lateral members.
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